Twenty Years of NNIP: Evolution of a Network
MEMORABLE NNIP MILESTONES
CELEBRATING 20 YEARS OF THE NNIP NETWORK

William Julius Wilson publishes *The Truly Disadvantaged*

Rockefeller Foundation chooses Boston, Cleveland, Denver, Oakland, and Washington, DC, for Community Planning and Action Program (CPAP)

National Community Building Network created

First Hope VI grant awarded to Atlanta Housing Authority

CPAP funding ends

NNIP Network founded

“Democratizing Information: First Year report of the NNIP Project” published

1987

1989

1992

1993

1995

1996

Federal Reserve Bank’s Regulation C Requires most banks to report mortgage applicant’s characteristics in annual HMDA Disclosure Data Release

Arcview 2.0 for Windows released

First gathering of future NNIP partners; NNIP proposed as a network. Annie E. Casey Foundation first funds NNIP.

Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act passed
First NNIP Cross-site project on implications of welfare reform published

“Stories: Using Information in Community Building and Local Policy” published

Google.com launched

Neighborhood Indicators 2000 public conference held in Washington, D.C.

NNIP Executive Committee founded

Joint NNIP-Making Connections “Information is Power” Conference held in Denver
Network begins rotating meetings to partner cities again

First NNIP Neighborhood tour held in Dallas

Google Maps launched

DataPlace launched

Facebook launched

Twitter created

AECF and NIJ-funded Reentry Mapping Network launched

Follow us on Twitter @NNIPHQ or on NNIPNews Google Group